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The 27 European Union countries have agreed to set price caps on Russian refined 
oil products, the EU’s Swedish president said on Friday February 3rd. 
 
The price caps will be $100 per barrel on products that trade at a premium to crude, 
principally diesel, and $45 per barrel for products that trade at a discount, such as 
fuel oil and naphtha. Ambassadors for the EU nations accepted a European 
Commission proposal, which therefore came into force on Sunday February 5th. 
 
The price caps, together with an EU ban on Russian oil product imports, are part of 
a broader agreement among the Group of Seven (G7) countries. In December $60-
per-barrel price cap was imposed on Russian crude as the G7, the EU and 
Australia looked to restrict Russia’s income from energy exports without damaging 
too much the availability of energy to Europe. 
 
The caps prohibit insurance, shipping and other companies in the EU and G7 from 
financing, insuring, trading, brokering or carrying cargoes of Russian crude and oil 
products unless they were bought at or below those set price caps. 
 
There will be a 55-day transition period, enabling sea-borne Russian oil products 
bought and loaded before February 5th to be delivered. The rate of loadings 
increased significantly in the two weeks leading up to the refined product caps. The 
transition for Russian crude oil was 45 days. 
 
Poland and the Baltic States of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia had asked that the 
crude oil price cap be reviewed six weeks early, given that the market price of 
Russian crude is now lower than the cap. That sticking point had led to the talks 
continuing for longer than would otherwise have been the case. 
 
For crude, regular reviews are intended to set a price cap at least 5% below the 
average market price for Russian oil. 
 
Benchmark diesel futures in northwest Europe fell to $113 per barrel on February 
2nd. But Russian diesel was already priced at below the $100 cap, at about $90, 
according to a calculation by Bloomberg, based on data provided by Argus Media 
Ltd. 
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Consultancy Wood Mackenzie had already predicted that price caps of $100 and 
$45 a barrel would not impact Russian refiners significantly. It expected Russian 
crude runs to be about 800,000 barrels a day lower in Q1 2023 than in Q4 2022, 
and that the country’s diesel exports would drop by about 200,000 a day as a result 
of the EU import bans, rather than the price cap to third-party countries using 
European finance, shipping or insurance. 
 
The ban on Russian refined oil products was likely to disrupt global flows and could 
hurt Russia more than the embargo on crude oil, according to Ian Moore at global 
brokerage firm Bernstein. He said that “barrels will get out and find a market, 
logistical challenge but not a supply challenge”. 
 
While China and India have been keen to snap up Russia’s discounted crude oil, 
they have plenty of their own refining capacity, and are exporters of fuel products. 
 
Pei Hwa Ho, DBS Bank energy analyst, said that “while the ban would leave Russia 
with more crude to export, there may not be enough destinations to export the 
surplus to, and hence Russia may need to cut production by 5%-10%”. Russia 
ramped up diesel supplies to African and Mediterranean ports in January.  
However, a lack of tankers, at least in the short term, to carry these products and a 
potential lack of demand could make it more challenging for Russia to divert refined 
fuels to third party markets (see the following story). 
 
Europe is currently heavily reliant on Russian diesel imports, but traders stocked up 
ahead of the Western restrictions. 
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